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Geogebra Angle Helationship Activlty (5.5.2 Notes)
for Math ll

Objective: Use Geogebra Geometry to complete each of the following. Once complete,
keep this as your notes for section 5.5.2.

l. a) Construct two parallel lines cut by a transversal, like the diagram shown below, in
Geogebra.

b) Measure Zl and ZZ based on their positions in the diagram above.

mZL=

mZ2=

c) Use vocabulary from this unit (congruent, complementary supplementary) to
describe how the two angles are related.

d) Based on the angles position in the diagram, we would eallthem
Corresponding Angles. Notice they are on the same side of the transversal t and
in corresponding positions in relation to the parallel lines.

The Corresponding Angles Postulate says that if two lines are parallel, then
corresponding angles are

Similarly, the Converse of the Corresponding Angles Postulate says that if
corresponding angles are
transversal must be parallel.

then the two lines cut by the



ll. a) Using your original diagram in Geogebra, now focus on the angles identified in the
diagram below.

b) Measure ./l and 12 based on their positions in the diagram above.

mZl=
mlL=

c) Use vocabulary from this unit (congruent, complementary supplementary) to
describe how the hrvo angles are related.

d) Based on the angles position in the diagram, we would call them
Alternate Interior Angles. Notice they are on opposite/alternate sides of the transversal t
and in between the parallel lines.

The Alternate lnterior Angles Theorem says that if two lines are parallel, then
alternate interior angles are

Similarly, the Converse of the Alternate lnterior Angles Theorem says that if
alternate interior angles are
transversal must be parallel.

, then the two lines cut by the



lll. a) Using your original diagram in Geogebra, now focus on the angles identified in the
diagram below

b) Measure ll and 12 based on their positions in the diagram above.

mZl=
mlZ=

c) Use vocabulary from this unit (congruent, complementary, supplementary) to
describe how the two angles are related.

d) Based on the angles position in the diagram, we would call them
Alternate Exterior Angles. Notice they are on opposite/alternate sides of the transversal
t and.on the outside of the parallel lines.

The Alternate Exterior Angles Theorem says that if two lines are parallel, then
alternate exterior angles are

Similarly, the Converse of the Alternate Exterior Angles Theorem says that if
alternate exterior angles are
transversal must be parallel.

then the two lines cut by the



lV. a) Using your original diagram in Geogebra,
diagram below.

now focus on the angles identified in the

t

b) Measure 11 and 12 based on their positions in the diagram above.

mZ7=

mZZ=

c) Use vocabulary from this unit (congruent, complementary, supplementary) to
describe how the two angles are related.

d) Based on the angles position in the diagram, we would callthem
Same Side lnterior Angles (or Consecutive lnterior Angles. Notice they are on the same
side of the transversalt and in between the parallel lines.

The Same Side lnterior Angles Theorem (or Consecutive lnterior Angles Theorem)
says that if two lines are parallel, then
same side interior angles are

Similarly, the Converse of the Same Side lnterior Angles Theorem says that if same
side interior angles are , then the two lines cut by the
transversal must be parallel.



V. List all pairs of angles from the diagram above that fits each relationship:

Alternate lnterior nngtes: (E)

Alternate Exterior nngles: (8)

Corresponding Angles: ( lo)

Same-Side lnterior Angles: (8)

Verticalnngtes: (8)

Linear Pair: (la)



Vl. Use the diagram below and the given information to solve for x, y, and find the
measures of each of the numbered angles. For each value you find, state the angle
relationship with another known angle that you used to find the value.

mZl=2(x+l\"
ml1 = 3(.r-19)"

mZ4= 3(y-14)'
mZlg =(y+6)o

Vll. Prove the Alternate lnterior Angles Theorem.


